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    Chapter 2024 

    Judging from their expressions, they were still a little dissatisfied. 

    “Young man, what do you think?” 

    Yan Kang turned around and looked at Dustin again. 

    He went against all opinions and gave the other party the status of deputy leader, 

which was already a matter of special importance. 

    “No, I’m not interested in being the deputy leader, and I don’t want to have anything 

to do with your Youlong Sect.” Dustin refused directly. 

    He doesn’t even care about the position of King of Xiliang, let alone a small deputy 

head. 

    “Huh?” 

    Yan Kang’s smile faltered and he said meaningfully: “Young man, this opportunity is 

not to be missed and it will never come back. Are you sure you want to reject my 

invitation?” 

    “Sure.” Dustin nodded. 

    “In that case, I have nothing to say.” Yan Kang’s face turned cold. 

    Having a warm face against a cold butt made him feel a bit embarrassed. 

    “Huh! It’s so shameless! The leader is wooing you because he thinks highly of you. I 

didn’t expect you to be so disrespectful. I order you to hand over all your treasures 

immediately, otherwise don’t blame us for being cruel!” Tian Geng scolded fiercely. 

road. 

    “Hand over the treasure! Spare your lives!” It is forbidden to shout loudly. 



    “Okay, stop talking nonsense. If you want to fight, fight. Anyway, you can’t take away 

anything here today.” Dustin said calmly. 

    “Arrogant kid! You really don’t know the heights of heaven and earth!” 

    Tian Geng was furious. He turned to an old man in green robe beside him and said, 

“Elder Song, please work with me to teach this kid a lesson and let him understand how 

powerful our Youlong Sect is!” 

    If we fight alone ! Fighting, he was not sure about dealing with Dustin , but if there 

were helpers, the situation would be completely different. 

    Elder Song’s strength is even higher than him. Although he has not officially broken 

through to the realm of grandmaster, with his strong foundation, he is completely worthy 

of being compared with ordinary martial arts masters. 

    Especially after the two of them joined forces, their strength doubled. 

    There should be no problem in defeating Dustin. 

    “Okay! I will accompany you to meet this boy today!” Elder Song agreed. 

    “Boy! Watch the move!” 

    After Tian Geng and Elder Song looked at each other, they took the lead and drew 

their swords to stab Dustin. 

    Tian Geng’s sword was so fast that he could only see an afterimage. 

    At the same time as Tian Geng took action, Elder Song was unwilling to lag behind. 

He kicked his feet fiercely, rose up from the ground, and struck out a palm in the air. 

    Boom! 

    A white palm shadow emerged from the body, swelled up when it encountered the 

wind, and in the blink of an eye it became the size of a door panel, pressing down 

heavily on Dustin. 



    At the same time as the palm shadow pressed down, Tian Geng’s quick sword also 

reached Dustin’s chest. 

    The two of them cooperated very well, making it difficult for people to guard against 

and unable to hide. 

    “Hmph!” 

    Dustintwitched the corner of his mouth, not even bothering to draw his sword, and 

raised his hand to slap him. 

    “Boom——!” 

    A powerful palm wind burst out instantly, sweeping forward like a landslide and 

tsunami. 

    Elder Song’s palm exploded in an instant, and his entire body was flung away for 

more than ten meters. Blood spurted from his mouth and nose, and his face turned 

pale. 

    Tian Geng was even worse. When he came into contact with Chase Lu’s palm, not 

only did his sword shatter into pieces, but his entire arm was blown into a mist of blood. 

    The internal organs, including the meridians throughout the body, were severely 

damaged. 

    As if he had been hit by a truck, his body flew twenty or thirty meters away, and then 

hit the wall hard with a “boom”, and most of the bones in his body were broken. 

    Tian Geng was hanging on the wall like this, his body was like mud, his life and death 

unknown. 

    This scene stunned everyone. 

 


